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ASYMPTOTICS VIA ITERATED MELLIN-BARNES INTEGRALS: 

APPLICATION TO THE GENERALISED FAXEN INTEGRAL 

D. Kaminski and R. B. Paris 

ABSTRACT. This paper presents a new method for the development of asymptotic 
expansions for a class of integrals that includes Faxen's integral. The method 
employed represents the generalised Faxen integral as an iterated Mellin-Barnes 
integral and proceeds by systematic application of residue theory to obtain the 
algebraic asymptotic behaviour of the integral under consideration. Order esti- 
mates are provided for the errors committed in the expansion process, and the 
accuracy of the expansions so obtained is illustrated with numerical examples. 

1. Introduction 

Faxen's integral is defined by 
/•OO 

Fi(a,/J;j/)= /     e-^V^dr, 
Jo 

subject to the restrictions 0 < Rea < l,Re/3 > 0; see [5, Ch. 9, §4.1]. We have 
Fi(a,/3;0) = r(/3) and Fi(0,/?;2/) = eyT(p), and to leading order, Fi is known to 
exhibit the behaviour 

and 
1/2 

Fi(a,P;y) ~ (J^-)      (ay)(2/J-i)/(2-2a) exp[(1 _ a)(a^)i/(i-«)] 

for y —> oo; see [5, Ch. 3, ex. 7.3]. The latter approximation exhibits exponential 
growth due to the presence on the path of integration of a saddle point of the phase 
function of the integrand. By utilising the simple change of variable r^ = t, the factor 
r/3-i present in the integrand can be removed, yielding, for y > 0, 

1   r00 

Fi(a, /3; ±y) = ^ J    exp(-tW ± yta^) dt 

= V      . /      exp [-yVd-a) (*!//» T ia/M dL 

P       Jo 
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Accordingly, we define the generalised Faxen integral by 

/»oo r / fc \ " 

/(A;ci,C2,...,Cib)= /    exp -Af^ + ^cr^
mrJ   dx (1.1) 

where 

/z > mi > m2 > • • • > rrik > 0. (1.2) 

We also shall define the quantities Sr by 

^ = 1-^,   r = l,...,fc. (1.3) 

From (1.2), it follows that every Sr is positive. We note that (1.1) is entire in each of 
the parameters cr and holomorphic in | arg A| < TT/2. 

Observe that the choice of parameters mi/// = a and /J, = l/fi for real a and /? 
permits us to write Fi(a,/3; ±y) = (y13^1'^/(3) • /(y1^1""^; Tl) for 2/ > 0; extensions 
to complex values of y can be obtained easily. A small-A expansion of /(A; ci) is easy 
to obtain: develop the factor exp(—Aci^mi) in (1.1) with k = 1 into its Maclaurin 
series. Termwise integration of the result produces 

for finite, non-zero A and arbitrary ci. A small-A expansion of /(A;ci,... ,Cfc) is 
provided at the end of §3. 

The special case k = 1 allows us to form other representations of both /(A; ci) and 
Fi in terms of the integral function Unip introduced in [7]. There, in §3.2, the function 
Un,p is a generalised hypergeometric function defined for p = 0,1,2,... by 

w-)=En<^)^  (w<o.) 
where /? = (/?i, /?2, •. •, Pp) are constants, and n is an arbitrary positive number subject 
only to n > p. The particular choices p = 1, mi = 1//9, and /J, = min in (1.4) allow 
us to write 

J(A;±1) = C/n,i(Tn-1/nA51; 1/mi),        n = /i/rm, 
A* 

and from the earlier expression of Fi(a, /?; y) in terms of /(A; —1), where n = 1/a and 
/i = 1/0, we find 

Fi(<*,P;v) = U1/atl(a
ay;l3/a). 

The known behaviour of the function Un^(z; /3) for \z\ —> oo then provides a means of 
constructing the dominant algebraic and exponential asymptotic expansions of Fi for 
large complex values of y, and so for /(A; ci). 

The asymptotic behaviour of the function /(A; ci,..., c^) can be obtained through 
the use of well-known techniques. One technique would be to make the change of vari- 
able u = x11 + ciz7711 H h CkXrnk in (1.1), use reversion to construct a differentiable 
small-ii expansion of x = x(u), and proceed by applying Watson's lemma. A less rigor- 
ous approach would be to formally develop all but one of the exponential functions in 
(1.1), exp(-Ax//) and exp(-Acra:rnr) for r = 1,..., k - 1, and then termwise integrate 
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the resulting product. If all exponential factors in the integrand, save the last one, i.e., 
exp(—Acfc£mfc), are expanded into their Maclaurin series, the result of termwise inte- 
gration will produce the correct asymptotic expansion. One drawback to this approach 
is that the construction of error bounds, if so desired, is complicated enough that the 
economy of the method is soon lost. Yet another is that the process can be carried out 
for any complex cr and if done with a negative cr, results in an algebraic asymptotic 
expansion when a more careful approach would reveal the presence of exponentially 
dominated contributions. The special case of x^ + cix™1 + C2X7n2 = x3 — |a:2 + 6x 
illustrates this difficulty. 

Instead of computing the algebraic asymptotic expansion of (1.1) using these meth- 
ods, we will develop a different technique entirely, based on the computation of residues 
of a multidimensional contour integral representation of /(A; ci,..., c^) along with the 
bounding of error terms. The principal advantage of the technique is that it can be 
readily extended to deal with multidimensional analogues of (1.1), a claim that cannot 
be made for the approaches briefly described above. 

We begin by representing the function /(A) = /(A; ci,..., c^) as an iterated Mellin- 
Barnes integral after the fashion employed in [3] and [4]. For each factor exp(—Xcrx

mr) 
present in the integrand of (1.1), we apply the representation 

1     rio0 TT 
e-z = — Ttyz-tdt,        \8iigz\ < -, z ± 0, 

27rz i_ioo 2 

where the integration contour is indented to the right of the origin. After interchanging 
the order of integration, (1.1) becomes 

where 

m= (rai,ra2,...,rafc),        t = (ti,^,... ,£*), 

C = (ci,C2,...,Cfc), 5 = (<$i,<$2! •••,<$*;)> 

and where we have written 

r(t) = r(t1)r(i2)-.-r(^), 

c       — ci     c2 ck     » 

dt = dti dt2 ' ' ' dtk. 

The 'dot' appearing between two vector quantities is just the usual Euclidean inner 
product. The integration contours in (1.5) are indented to the right, away from the 
origin, to avoid the pole of the integrand present there. 

By considering each integral in (1.5) separately, for example 

hC™r(izr1)*''x~"*" 27ri 

and considering estimates for the F function of large argument, we can show each 
integral converges absolutely in the sector 

,       1 
argA-}-—argcr 

Or 

< iLtptt. (1.6) 
Z Onr 
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The inequality (1.6) is fully developed in [3, (3.7)]. For positive values of ci, C2,..., Cfc, 
for example, we have argcr = 0, so the representation (1.5) in this case provides 
an analytic continuation of 1(A) to a sector wider than the right half-plane for A. 
Consequently, a restricted class of Fourier-type integrals also may be analysed using 
the method which follows. On the other hand, if arg A = 0, (1.6) implies that | arg cr \ < 
f (1 + rrir/fj,) < TT, thereby excluding the case of negative cr. 

In the sections that follow, we assume the constants cr and the parameter A satisfy 
(1.6). Some mention of the case of negative cr is made in the closing section of the 
paper. 

2. Large-A expansions for trinomial phases 

We shall proceed to determine the large-A behaviour of /(A) from the representation 
(1.5), after the fashion exploited in [3]. The method proceeds by repeatedly displacing 
the integration contours for an integration variable and applying the residue theorem 
as the contour is shifted past a pole of the integrand. In general, these residues will 
depend on unevaluated integration variables, so the derivation will not be complete 
until all k integration contours have undergone translations parallel to the imaginary 
axis. For simplicity of presentation, we first shall assume k — 2, so the integral (1.5) 
under examination is 

xc^tlC2t2X~Sltl~52t2dt1dt2. 

Let us displace the ti contour first. If we set ti = pe7,6, with p and 9 real and 
\0\ < 7r/2, then we find that the logarithm of the modulus of the integrand has the 
large-p behaviour1 

pcos 8 log p - Si + O(p) 

which, in view of (1.2) and (1.3), must tend to oo. Accordingly, we displace the 
ti contour to the right to obtain large-A asymptotic behaviour, and, in so doing, 
encounter poles of the integrand at the sequence of ti values given by 

*i = *i(*2) = ^-(1 + m - m2t2) (2.1) 

where ri is a nonnegative integer. Since £2 everywhere along its integration contour 
has Re £2 = 0, except for an indentation to the right near the origin where Re £2 is 
positive but arbitrarily small, we find that every choice of nonnegative 7*1 gives rise to 
a pole of the ti integrand. 

Fix a positive integer iVi and a positive number ei satisfying 0 < ei < 1. We 
shift the ti contour to the vertical line Reti = {1 + ii(Ni + ei)}/mi in conventional 
fashion by considering the integral (in £1) taken over the rectangular contour with 
vertices ±iM and {1 + //(iVi -f €i)}/mi ± iM, M > 0. It is routine to show that the 

1We note that as 9 -> ±^7r, the O(p) term yields the contribution p{± arg(ciA(Sl)— |7r(l+mi//x)} 
which generates the convergence condition in (1.6). Subsequent displacement of the ti contour 
therefore implicitly implies this latter condition. In the subsequent analysis, we shall omit details of 
the O(p) estimate of the logarithm of the modulus of the integrand on the understanding that the 
analogue of (1.6) applies on each occasion. 
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contributions to the value of the integral from the segments parallel to the real axis 
tend to zero as M —> oo. The residue theorem then yields 

\-l/V  r    ..      ^1    /    -j\ri     1        rico ^ >j 

/(A;C1,C2) = _{|.|;fcJ__|_torW)r(«c-'A-^ + ft} M 

where the integrands appearing in the finite sum have 

£-* = c^c^2,    6>t = 5it'1+ 52*2, 

with t^ given in (2.1) and remainder term 

fl-(^)7c,/I
r(t-)rfe>r("m"r'"A)cr"^A",'-""fej'- 

(2.3) 

In (2.3), the contour Ci is the vertical line Reti = {1 + ^(iVi + ei)}/mi. 
An order estimate of i?i is easily obtained. Observe that the £2 integral in (2.3) 

has Re £2 = 0 everywhere, except for an indentation near the origin where Re £2 
is positive but arbitrarily small. The ti variable everywhere along Ci has Reti = 
{1 + fji(Ni + ei)}/mi, so that 

JfJi = 0(\-5i(l+n(Ni+ei))/mi\ 

for A —} 00.   Indeed, in view of the Riemann-Lebesgue lemma and the oscillatory 
nature of the integrand in (2.3), this can be strengthed to an o-estimate, if so desired. 

Let us now turn to the integrals present in the finite series in (2.2), 

JiCAjn) = Ji(A;ci,C2,ri) = — /      TtfJTfa)^*1 %** X-6^-6**^       (2.4) 
^ J-ioo 

where t^ is given in (2.1). To determine which direction we displace the £2 contour, we 
proceed as before and set £2 = pe^, \0\ < 7r/2, from which we see that the logarithm 
of the modulus of the integrand has the large-p behaviour 

V     mi      J 

From mi > 7712 > 0 (recall (1.2)), we see that this estimate tends to 00 as p —> 00 
which indicates that the £2 contour also must be displaced to the right to recover the 
large-A behaviour of each /i(A;ri). In displacing the £2 contour, we encounter poles 
at solutions to t^ = —r2 for r2 a nonnegative integer; i.e., at the points 

t'2 = —(l + /xri+mir2). (2.5) 
1712 

Thus, we find 

N2(r1) 

MA;*"!)^   E   {-^nt'2)c-h-U + R2(r1) (2.6) 
m2  j6—'      r2? 

r2=0 
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where now, since t^ti^) = —r2, 

c       ~ cl c2 
_ cr2c-(l+Mn+mir2)/m2 ^ 7) 

-<5 • t = -^i^^) - £2^2 

= r2 - —(1 + /in) (2.8) 
7712 7712 

in view of the identity 

rrtiSj — rrijSi = mi — rrij,    i^j- (2.9) 

The remainder term #2(^1) is given by 

R2(r1) = -^ / rft)r(*2)q*1 c2-t2\-s^-s^dt2 (2.10) 

where C2 is the vertical line Ret2 = {1 +fj,ri+mi(N2-\-€2)}/m2 for some 0 < €2 < 1. 
The precise nature of the dependence of N2 on 7*1 will be detailed below. 

Collecting together the approximations (2.2) and (2.6), we obtain 

with tg given in (2.5) and —5 • t in (2.8). From (2.10), we find that as A —» 00, 

R9(r-i) = ^C^"116^1*!^)^-^^}^ _ 0A-<yi(l+/Ari)/mi-(mi-m2)Re(*2)/m2\ 

_ Qf^-82(1+^1)/m2-(m1-m2)(N2+€2)/m2\ 

using (2.1), (2.9), and the fact that on C2, we have Re(^2) = {1 + Mri + Tni(Ni + 
ei) }/7n2. If the combined errors 

iVi 

E ^(ri) 
ri=0 

are to be of the same order as the error i?i, then it suffices to have, for each ri, the 
order estimate 

Then N2 = ^(ri) can be determined from the requirement 

5i(l + /x(iVi + €i))/mi = ^2(1 + V>ri)/m2 4- (mi - 7772)0^2 + e2)/m2, 

which implies that iV^ri) is the largest nonnegative integer strictly less than 

iV2* W = ^^{^1 + ^ + ^-^1 + ^- ^ 
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This determines the upper range of the summation in (2.6). One final simplification 
follows from the identity l//x + <5r/rar = i/mr, whence we obtain as A -► oo 

jm = ^L T NT ("1)ri+r2r (i + w + w) e-tx-^r2) 
m2     ^^     ri!r2!       V ^2 / 

+ (^(A-1/7711-^^^1^1^7711) (2.12) 

with c"* as in (2.7) and 

.                libi         (mi - 7712) 
¥>(ri,r2) = ^— ri + ^2. 

7712 ^ 

3. Large-A expansions for general phases 

The problem of determining the asymptotic behaviour of /(A) for general k can be 
handled in similar fashion. As before, we displace the tx contour in (1.5) to the right 
and encounter poles of the integrand at points 

ti = titfW) = —(1 + Mri) " — (*<« ■ tW) (3.1) 1       iV      }      mi mi 

for every choice of nonnegative integer n. Here, we have written ifiW = (mi+i, mi+2, 
..., mfc) and t(i) = (*»+!» *t+2> •■•>**:)> for notational convenience. As was the case for 
trinomial phases (i.e., k = 2), we displace the £1 contour to the vertical line Ci given 
by Reti = {1 + [i{N\ + ei)}/mi for some 0 < ei < 1, and so arrive at 

/(A;c) = ^^ [±- f; ^/i(A;c,ri) + ^1} (3.2) 
^1 ^ _n     ri! 

where now 
fe-i 

2^/    )    r^r^-.-r^e-^U-5*^)^---^   (3.3) 

and 
fc-i 

fil = J_ /■ f JL, r00)    r(t)rf^—^i*')6-^-^2-..cftfccfti.    (3.4) 
27riJCl\2mJ_iooJ \      p      ) 

In (3.3), the quantity t(ti) denotes t with ti = ti; compare (2.3) and (2.4). 
In each Ji present in the sum (3.2), we displace the ^ contour. Setting £2 = pe**, 

\B\ < 7r/2, we find that the logarithm of the modulus of each integrand has the large-p 
behaviour 

pcos0iogp.(^^)+e>(p), 

which in view of (1.2) must tend to 00 as p -> 00. Consequently, the £2 contour must 
be shifted to the right, and as the contour is displaced, we encounter poles at 

t'2 = f2(t<2>) = —(1 + m + mir2) - — rii(2) • t^ (3.5) 2 JV        /        1712 7712 

resulting from solutions to t^ = -7-2, for nonnegative integral 7*2. The result of displac- 
ing the £2 contour to the vertical line C2, given by Re £2 = {1 + ^1+^1(^2 +€2)}/^i2 
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for some 0 < €2 < 1 and some as yet undetermined N2 = -^(ri), is the finite series 
with remainder 

/i(A;e,ri) = ^.  Y,  M-^As^r^raJ + ftCn) (3.6) 

where 
(-1        pioo\k~2 

2^ y    )    r(4) r(t3) • • • T^c-^^x-w^dh ■■■dtk 

(3.7) 
and 

^2 = ^1 (^ f" )    r(ti) r(*2) • • • r(*fc)e*A-**dt3 • • • dtk dt2.     (3.8) 

In (3.7), the quantity t^i,^) denotes t with ^2 = ^ and ti = ^(t^)- 
We can continually reapply this process until all integrals have been evaluated. Let 

us set 

Ii =ii(A;c,ri,,..,n) 

^-y    J    r(«{)r(t«+1)...r(tfc)e-*(*i--*J)A-*-t(*i--*J)dtI+1---dtfc (3.9) 

where 

*{ = ^(t(z)) = —(1 + pn + mxrs + ■ • • + mz-m) - — m(0 • t^ (3.10) 
mz mz 

and with t^,...,^) in (3.9) denoting t with ti = t'^U-i = t^^),... ,ti = 
^(^2, • • •, %). The ^+i contour in Ii must be displaced to the right since if ti+i = pe1,6 

for \9\ < 7r/2, then the logarithm of the modulus of 7/ has the large-^o behaviour 

\      mi       J 

In view of (1.2), this tends to oo as p -> oo. As the tj+i contour is displaced, poles 
are encountered at £j = — n+i, or 

*{+1 "= tj+i^1^) = -^-(1 + m + • • • + miri+1) - -^-rii^1) • t P+1) /+i        +i m/+i m/+i 

for nonnegative integral r/+i.   If the t/+i contour is shifted so as to pass over the 
poles corresponding to n+i = 0,1,..., iVj+i, but not over the pole corresponding to 
77+1 = 1 + iVj+i, then we find 

7, = -^L  V   (zl&7m(A) + jRi+1 (3.ii) 
m'+1r,^o   r'+l! 

where 

JR'+1 -2riJ      ( W   •   J r(i') r(i'+l)'''r(ifc) rtA"*,td''+2 • • • dtk dtl+1- 
(3.12) 
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In this expression for JR|+I, the contour C7+1 is taken over a vertical line along which 
Refy+i'= {l+jUri+rni^H hmj-irz+ra/(iVj+i+ej+i)}/raj+i for some 0 < ej+i < 1. 
The precise character of iVj+i = iVi+i(ri,r2,. • • ,n) is described below. 

The recurrence in (3.11) terminates when I = fc — 1, at which point (3.11) becomes 

/fc., = ^ii V i-^-r^) 5-t-(t'1,...,t'fc)A-5.t(t'1,...,t'fc) + Rk       {S1S) 

with 

Rk = ^-: [   nt^T^c-h-^dtk (3.14) 

where Ck is a vertical line along which Ret^ = {1 + /xn -f mir2 + • • • + mk-2^k-i + 
mk-i{Nk + €k)}/mk for some 0 < e^ < 1 and 

Jjb = —(1 + m + mir2 H h rrik-irk). (3.15) 

At this point, we can assemble the results of the recursion (3.11) together with the 
starting values (3.2) and (3.6) and the final step (3.13) to write 

j    JZ     ^(ri, • • •, r/c-i) +     Ys     Rk-dru • • •, r-fc_2) + • • • + Ri i. 

l<i<fe-l l<i<fc-2 
(3.16) 

Before estimating the remainder terms, let us evaluate the factors c *(*!>•••,*&) an(j 
^-8-t(t1,...,tk) appearing in the first sum of (3.16). These values will depend on the 
result of the chain of successive evaluations tk = tfk, tk-i = ^k-ii^k) ail(^ so on- 
Beginning with t^ in (3.15) and repeatedly applying (3.10) with I = k — 1, k — 2,..., 1, 
we find 

t'k-i = -rk,    tfk_2 = -rk-u    • • •    >    h = -r2, 

from which, with the aid of (2.9), it follows that 

-6't(t'1,...,t
,

k) = (5i,J2, ...,4-1,6k) 

• (r-2, ra,..., rfe, (1 + /iri + ra^ + • • • + mfc_irfc)) 

Thus, the first term in (3.16), the finite asymptotic approximation of /(A), can be 
rendered in the form 

A-V. (-1)n^+-+rfc .....^-Mft, ,..^) 

l<i<fc 
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where the quantities c-Wi'—Jk) and S • t(^,..., tfk) are given by 

g-t(ti,...,t£) _ cr2 . . . crfc     c-(l+Mn+mir2+---+mfe_irfc)/mfc /^ ^^x 
1. K — J.     K V / 

and 
fc—i 

^.t(*i,...,^) = — ^K-m^r^ + ^Cl + zin). (3.18) 
J=I 

To place the remainder terms in (3.16) in simpler form, let us first observe that in 
(3.12), we have Re^+2 = Re^+3 = ••• = Retk = 0 everywhere along the contours 
in the inner integrals constituting i?/+i, except for an indentation near the origin 
for each variable where the real part is positive but arbitrarily small.   Notice also 
that Refy+i = {l-f^ri +mir2-\ hraj-ir/ +m/'(JVi+i +e/+i)}/m/+i, and that the 
remaining Us present in the integrand must be evaluated through repeated substitution 
using 

ti = —(1 + fMri + 171^2 + h rrn-iri) m(i) • t{i). 
rrii rrii 

As was the case above when examining the first term in (3.16), we find that 

ti = -r2,     t2 = -rs,     ...,     ti-x = -ri,     U = -(iVz+1 + ez+i), 

whence  along the integration contours in  (3.12)  away from the origins in the 
{*H-2»fy+3j • • • 5 *fc}-planes, 

Re(-5-t) = ((5i,52,...,4)- (r2,r3,...,n,iVi+i + e/+i, 

 (1 + m + mir2 + • • • + mi-in + mi(Nl+l + e/+i)), 0,..., 0) 

= "^ Z^(mi ~ mi+i)rJ+i (W+! + ez+i) - (1 + ^n). mi+i ^ rnz+i mj+i 

Any indentations to the right of the origins in the {^+2? ^+3, • • •, ^}-planes will pro- 
duce estimates for the real part of — 5 • t that are even more negative, so we have for 
positive / 

as A —> 00. As we remarked in the previous section, this (9-estimate can be strength- 
ened to an o-estimate by virtue of the Riemann-Lebesgue lemma. The estimate for 
i^i that we had for the case of trinomial phases applies to (3.4) without change, so 
Ri in the case of general k is 

R1 = o(X-Sl{1^{Nl+€l))/rni). (3.20) 

The order estimates (3.19) and (3.20) can be used to determine the upper summation 
indices iV2 = ^(ri),^ = ^(n,^),..., Nk = JV^ri,... ,rfc_i) present in (3.16) and 
so provide a bound on the error (the bracketed quantity in (3.16)) in our approximation 
of/(A). 

To bound the error in (3.16), fix iVi and ei and set 

A = -^-(1 + ^(^1 + 61)), (3.21) 
mi 
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so that the estimate (3.20) has the compact form Ri = 0(A"A). For each I = 
1,2,..., k - 1, let us determine the maximum admissible value for iVj+i + ej+i for 
which the estimate (3.19) is 0(X~A). This happens when the exponent of A in (3.19) 
is equal to —A, or 

 W(mj - mi+i)rj+i + (mj - mi+i)(JVi+i + e/+i) + 6i+i(l + ^i) \ = A- 
mi+i l~{ J 

Thus, the maximum admissible value for iVj+i + e/+i, which we denote by iVi*+1, is 

for I = 1,2,..., fe - 1. In the particular case where I = 1, the sum is empty; compare 
(2.11). 

With iVz*+1 available, we define iVj+i to be the largest integer satisfying 

JVm < JV;+1. (3.23) 

The approximation in (3.16) then can be rewritten as 

\-l//i   r    ^   ^^^ ^fc(n,...,rfc_i) /     nri+r2+...+rfc 

'W-VfE.S-    E    (l,...rt, 
rft) 

^      v. ri=o  r2=0 rfc=0 

X e-f(ti,...l*i)A-^(*i,...,*i) + (9(A-A) j 

where g-^i-.,^.) and ^.t(ti,... ,tf
k) are given in (3.17) and (3.18), respectively, A is 

given in (3.21), and t'k is displayed as (3.15). From the identity l/n + 6r/mr = l/mr, 
we can simplify this further to arrive at the final form 

m/fe     ^  ^ /-L ri!r2!---rfc! ri=0  r2=0 r,fc=0 

where 

and 

x g-PA^(ri'-»rfc) + (!?(A-A-1/^) (3.24) 

P 1   fc~1 

^(n,... ,rfc) = —ri + — y^irrtj - mk)rj+i (3.25) 
m.;. 777.1.   r    '^ rrik rrik *- - 

C        = C — C-L        'Ck-lCk     > 

ti. = —(1 + m + mir2 + • • • + rajfe-irfc), 

A = -^(l + /x(iV1 + 61)). 
mi 

Here, iVi is a positive integer, 0 < ei < 1 and each value A^/(ri,... ,r/_i) for / > 1 is 
an integer strictly less than the iV* given in (3.22). The geometric interpretation of 
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the k-Md summation in (3.24) is that of a sum taken over the integer lattice in the 
non-negative orthant in (ri,..., r/cj-space bounded by the hyperplane 

-±-{l + /in) + — Y,(mJ - mk)rj+1 = -f + ^(ri,... ,rfc) = A. (3.26) 
l,l>k iii>k   .    -, Tflh 

We close this section by remarking that the technique detailed above can be suc- 
cessfully applied to the problem of constructing small-A expansions of /(A; ci,..., c*;). 
Treating ti,t2,...,tk in turn, we find that, with ti = peie as before, the logarithm of 
the modulus of the integrand at each step has the behaviour 

pcos9logp-5i + 0(p) 

for large p and so tends to oo as p -> oo. Small-A asymptotics result when each ti 
contour is displaced to the left, over the poles located at ti = —r^ri a nonnegative 
integer. The resulting convergent (if (1.2) is satisfied) expansion, for finite A, emerges 
as 

/(A) = -      £     -^-i ^r(l±i^)^...c^A^ (3.27) 

where r = (n, r2,..., rfc); compare (1.4). The analysis for error terms used above for 
the large-A expansion can be modified for the small-A expansion (3.27). 

4. Numerical examples 

In this section, we present a number of numerical examples to illustrate the accuracy of 
the approximation (3.24) developed in §3. Because of the presence in the asymptotic 
scale in (3.24) of a number of indices n,... ,rk, it perhaps is not clear whether the 
Poincare asymptotics we have obtained suffer from difficulties associated with multiple 
asymptotic scales, as described by Olver in [6, §3]. 

The correct way to interpret the expansion (3.24) is suggested by the error term, 
which restricts the multiple sum to those indices bounded by the hyperplane (3.26). 
We group together those terms in (3.24) which are of the same order (corresponding 
to those (ri,..., r/b) lying on a common level set of (p(ri,..., r/.)) so that 

/(A) ~ ± VI     T     (-^r-, —r^) e-*^--''*) U-* 
<£>>0  V <£(ri,...,rfc)=y? ) 

where <p(ri,... ^r^) is given in (3.25) and the quantities tj. and c"*^'-'*^ are to be 
found immediately following (3.25). The latter representation of the expansion is taken 
over the sequence of positive values of ip for which nonnegative solutions (ri,..., r^) 
of <p = <£>(ri,... ,7**;) exist. Viewed this way, the expansion (3.24) is a conventional 
Poincare-type expansion and so is immune to the weaknesses exposed by Olver. 

This reformulation of (3.24) is the basis of the computations we present in Tables 1 
and 2. In each table, values of /(A;ci,C2) (in the case of Table 1) and /(A; ci, 02,03) 
(in the case of Table 2) for various choices of cr and rar, computed by numerical 
integration, are compared with the approximate values furnished by the expansions 
obtained in §§2 and 3. The asymptotic values reported in the Tables were calculated 
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/x = 4   mi = 2, m2 = 1 

Ci = C2 = 1 

A 1(A) Asymptotic value iVopt 
20 
50 
60 
80 
100 

0.04598 53887 
0.01927 84645 
0.01615 78731 
0.01220 80072 
0.00981 07596 

0.04560 00000 
0.01927 87009 
0.01615 78962 
0.01220 80074 
0.00981 07596 

4 
11 
13 
17 
21 

ci = 3, C2 = 2 

A 7(A) Asymptotic value Nopt 
10 
20 
40 
50 
60 

0.04453 45530 
0.02343 78460 
0.01207 58772 
0.00972 35443 
0.00813 89111 

0.04587 50000 
0.02341 07141 
0.01207 58992 
0.00972 35436 
0.00813 89112 

3 
6 
13 
16 
19 

ci = 5, C2 = 3 

A 7(A) Asymptotic value A/opt 
10 
20 
30 
40 
50 

0.03045 56901 
0.01586 32390 
0.01073 84365 
0.00811 88561 
0.00652 74290 

0.03016 84499 
0.01586 48470 
0.01073 84496 
0.00811 88560 
0.00652 74290 

4 
9 
13 
18 
22 

TABLE 1. Comparison of the asymptotic values of /(A) with a trino- 
mial phase. 

using optimal truncation (that is, truncation just before the smallest term in absolute 
value), in the sense of the re-arranged series (4.1); the number of terms used in optimal 
truncation, iVopt, also is indicated in the Tables. 

For Table 1, the particular choice of parameters ^ = 4, mi = 2, and 777,2 = 1 is 
made, so the series derived from (2.12) becomes 

/(Ajcx.ca)^—   Yl 1    (4r1 + 2r2)!c?c2-4ri-2r2A-3'-1-'-2 

for A -* 00. If we undertake the rearrangement (4.1), then this asymptotic expansion 
becomes 

a form suitable for pursuing optimal truncation. Here, [zj indicates, for x > 0, the 
integer part of x. 
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H = 5       mi = 3, ro2 = 2, ma = 1 

Cl = C2 = C3 = 1 

A 7(A) Asymptotic value Nopt 

20 
40 
50 
60 
80 

0.04567 71062 
0.02384 03273 
0.01924 67670 
0.01613 83594 
0.01219 90817 

0.04570 50375 
0.02384 01794 
0.01924 67708 
0.01613 83597 
0.01219 90817 

9 
12 
13 
13 
18 

ci =3, C2 = 0.5, C3 = 2 

A /(A) Asymptotic value Nopt 

5 
10 
20 
30 
40 

0.09109 63605 
0.04803 22068 
0.02457 82979 
0.01649 33771 
0.01240 69369 

0.08675 00000 
0.04800 52222 
0.02457 84270 
0.01649 33796 
0.01240 69369 

3 
6 
8 
8 
15 

Ci =2,  C2 = 1,  C3 = 0.5 

A /(A) Asymptotic value Nopt 

50 
100 
150 
200 
250 

0.03489 53705 
0.01857 95472 
0.01267 70947 
0.00962 34641 
0.00775 60993 

0.03513 60000 
0.01858 03573 
0.01267 70562 
0.00962 34640 
0.00775 60993 

4 
8 
12 
13 
17 

TABLE 2. Comparison of the asymptotic values of /(A; ci, C2, C3). 

The entries for Table 2 were computed with the particular parameters /z = 5, 
mi = 3, m2 = 2, and ma = 1, whence the asymptotic expansion from (3.24) becomes 

/(A;ci)C2)C3)~I     Y,        -tri-l    (5n + 3r2 + 2r3)l 

w „r2„r3   -(l+5ri+3r2+2r3) A _4ri_2r2-r3 
A   Ci    Co   Co /\ 

for A —> 00. The rearrangement in (4.1) in this case leads to the Poincare expansion 

,kJz-2k„    \-k 1 
J(A;ci,c2,C3) - — ^(-l)fc4cJ2/cafcA 

fc=o 

where the coefficients a^ are given by 

^^ r!(/-2r)!(fc-20!Cl     ^   C*   ' 

As above, |#J indicates the floor function. 
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5.  Closing remarks 

The principal result of the present work is the expansion of /(A; ci,..., c^) presented 
in (3.24), valid (in the sense of Poincare) for A —> oo in the intersection of sectors 
given by (1.6). As we pointed out in the Introduction, the expansion (3.24) could be 
obtained through the use of other techniques, albeit with either some computational 
difficulty or by purely formal methods. 

In any event, it is the representation of (1.1) as the iterated Mellin-Barnes integral 
(1.5), and its subsequent evaluation detailed in §§2 and 3, which are of greatest inter- 
est, as this technique can be applied to multidimensional Laplace-type integrals with 
little modification, as done in [3] and [4]. What is provided in the present work is 
a justification of the validity of the method in a setting where the geometric content 
explored in [3] and [4] does not obscure the careful analysis of errors made in the 
approximation process. 

If some cr in (1.1) is negative, then the integral /(A) may have saddle points through 
which the integration contour, initially the positive real axis, may be deformed. In 
such an event, the saddle point or steepest descent method will generate an asymptotic 
expansion which may dominate the algebraic expansions obtained in §§2 and 3. These 
expansions have been obtained by others under a variety of restrictions, and we direct 
the interested reader to [1], [2], and [8] for an account of the exponential expansions 
arising from /(A) when one or more cr is negative. None of these papers, incidentally, 
concerns itself with the task of obtaining complete asymptotic expansions. As we 
mentioned in §1, the construction of dominant algebraic and exponential expansions 
for large complex values of A for the case k = 1 of (1.1) can be done via the setting of 
U^i in [7]. 
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